Under the Wire

VARBERG, Feb. 21 (AP)—Here today Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Fontes of Varberg, Sweden, were presented with a copy of "The Big Shopper's Book," containing 3,000 telephone numbers, by the Lions Club.

Mr. Fontes, who recently returned from a visit to the United States, said he was delighted with the book and was especially interested in the section on restaurants.

The Lions Club, which has been active in promoting Swedish-American relations, presented the book to Mr. Fontes as a token of appreciation for his hospitality to American visitors.
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Duo, Key Rail Junction, Topples to Red Army

Seniors Hold Final Elections Today

Elections will be held today by the seniors on the campus of Michigan State College. The candidates are listed below:

Distinguished Band to Play at CAP Dance

One of the most distinguished Negro groups in America will appear on campus this evening when Duke Ellington and his band will play in the CAP dance in College Union from 8 to 10 p.m.

Duke Ellington, the composer of "Take the "A" Train" and "Such a Night," is a very distinguished band leader. The band is known for its great success in the entertainment industry.

Little-Known Departments Do Vital Jobs

BY JIM HOPPS

Turned in the corners of the university are many departments which perform functions necessary for the maintenance of the college and many of which have a direct bearing on the lives of students. Among the latter is the Industrial Department, which is concerned with the health and welfare of students.

The Industrial Department, under the direction of Dr. A. B. Brown, provides health services for students, including advice on health matters and the treatment of illnesses. The department also provides vocational counseling and guidance for students.

At Hall Offices

In the basement of the Administration Building, the Hall Offices are located. These offices are responsible for the registration of students, the maintenance of records, and the issuance of diplomas. The Hall Offices also provide administrative services to the various academic departments, including the scheduling of exams and the grading of papers. The Hall Offices are staffed by professional staff members who are available to students throughout the day.

The Hall Offices are also responsible for the maintenance of student records, including transcripts and academic records. These records are kept confidential and are available only to authorized personnel.

The Hall Offices are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, and are closed on weekends and holidays.
THE LESS SAID...

By NEVA ACKERMAN

With the sounding of initial gong, people think of time. But the horizons of time that Michigan State students are facing are different. For time is not the enemy, but rather the enemy is the feeling of despair it creates. Time is a weapon that can be used to make us feel futile. Michigan State may help us understand our horizons. And that doesn't happen by sitting in front of a teacher. The world of learning is an understanding of how to live, not just how to get through. The measurement of time is not just a clock, but also the clock's tick-tock. The measurement of time is an understanding of the value of our lives and the value of our time. We can't afford to waste time, because students don't have time to waste.

In Campus Quarters

BY SCOTT McNeal and RO HOMA
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For Your C.A.P.

Date and Weekend

Norm Kesel

Florist
Barkley Accepts Re-election as Senate Majority Leader

WASHINGTON, Feb. 21.—Alben W. Barkley, Senate majority leader, has accepted re-election for a three-year term. This has been announced by U.S. Sen. James W. Goodloe, D-Mt.

Women Offered Pratt Whitney Scholarships

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE

No senior women in aeronautics school are being offered Pratt Whitney scholarships for the second year. Women who wish to enter aeronautics are encouraged to apply at the Pratt Whitney scholarship office, New York City.

Tuesday women and Thursday men

DANCE TO FEATURE TOWN GIRLS TALENT

This Is Your World

LONDON: The Germans began retaliatory bombings of London last night in a new suicide attack aimed at snaring lives in the capital. It is reported that the attack was carried out by a bomber plane that had been shot down by the English.

POLITICALLY IN EUROPE

The Polish government has announced it will demand the return of all Polish refugees in the Free French territories. The Polish government has also announced it will demand the return of all Polish refugees in the Free French territories.

MILITARY MERCHANDISE

PRICED TO CLEAR

23 Items

FITTED DUFFLE BAGS

2.00

DELUXE MONEY BELTS

25c

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE

KHALI SWEATSHIRTS

25c

MILITARY SEWING KITS

10c

PLASTIC TAG HOLDERS

1.50

SERVICE CAPS - G. B. or KAKI

1.00

REGULATION TIE - READY TIED

25c

FITTED APRON KITS - 14 PIECES

1.00

DOWNSTAIRS STORE

PENNEYS

1.00
Allies Repulse Infiltration at Beachhead

Enforcement of Allied Force Claimed Near Aprilia by Nazis

CLIFFING, NAPLES, Italy, April 15--German troops are attempting under cover of night to enter Italy through Allied lines in the Aprilia area,之意 as it is the scene of last night's fighting, an Allied official said.46

Preparations Broken

Heavy Allied shipping broke up preparations for an assault on Aprilia in the Gulf of Naples on the night attack by the German forces.46

Preparations broken for the Allied shipping attacked by the Germans in the Gulf of Naples, according to an Allied official.46

THE LESS SAID

WOMAN'S WORLD

WOMEN OF THE WORLD

THE CAMPUS BOOK STORE

OPPOSITE THE UNION

Browse Around Our New Reprints

* Best Seller Novels
* Fiction
* Non-Fiction

$1.00 Now

The CAMPUS BOOK STORE
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THE LESS SAID

(Continued from Page 2)

The less said the army's needs--for technicians in specific fields of work in its various government agencies and departments--the better.

A hiring officer of the British Ministry of Aircraft Production says, "There is no doubt that we are short of men with the necessary qualifications, and there is a good chance of finding them among those who have been discharged from the army." He adds that "the army's needs are paramount." The army's needs are paramount.

The less said the army's needs--for technicians in specific fields of work in its various government agencies and departments--the better.